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VACLAV NOVAK 

THEMATIC MAPS AS A PART OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL 
RESEARCH OF SMALL AREAS 

The complex geographical research is at present mostly directed to minor 
territorial units and an increasing accent is being given to its complementary 
part - the thematic maps. Any work of this kind is usually accompanied by 
a set of thematic maps in which a great quantity of processed cartographical infor
mation is preserved. 

This is mostly due to the fact that this sort of cartographic works is based 
on the results of geographical research which deals either with a certain region 
or represents a part of a complex research of the environment or gathers infor
mation from the regionalization of certain geographical phenomena and other 
geographical works. These works analyse, first of all, the individual elements 
of the natural environment or of the economic factors resulting from man's 
activity, further they solve the succession of these phenomena in their context 
and mutual dependence and, finally, they establish complex relationships 
between natural and economic conditions. 

The results achieved by these scientific recognitions may be furthermore expres
sed and generalized by specific methods of cartographic interpretation, namely 
in the form of analytic, complex or synthetic thematic maps. All sorts of these 
maps are usually presented in a wide scale of modifications of the methods 
of representation either as less or more comprehensive maps or cartograms. 

It follows then from what has been said that the thematic maps not only clas
sify and record the location of the phenomena under observation in a certain area, 
in an absolutely objective way, with the aid of analytic maps, but they also 
mediate a complex of individual facts and information together with their rela
tionships, either evident or supposed, which are often influenced by subjective 
opinions, by means of synthetic maps. 

Analytic maps have been the most oIten compiled thematic maps so far. They 
represent the individual phenomena in a differentiated and isolated form. Their 
absolute objectivity and simple cartographic capability of expression and repro
duction are a positive trait, the negative one being the passing of almost unpro
cessed pieces of information. 

An effort to substitute these elementary analytic maps by poly thematic or 
complex analytic maps has been observed therefore for a long time. The latter 
maps enable "recording of several individually differentiated phenomena either 
of homogeneous or heterogeneous character. Their elaborating is still purely 
analytic, attaching thus an additive character to the general perceiving of the 
map and making the establishment of causality and succession a subjective matter. 
It cannot be denied that there is a negative trait in maps of this kind, namely 
worse legibility resulting from the mosaic of descriptive symbols. 
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Less numerous but most required to date are the synthetic maps, recording 
the respective elements synthetically and in reciprocal dependence. Thus 
they are maps with a large quantity of processed information and they 
exhibit a form advantageous for the expression of various data after their eva
luation on a computer. In the opposite case these maps are able to substi
tute computers, at least partly, if they result from a confrontation and 
combination of a number of mono- and polythematic analytic maps. All 
synthetic maps should be preceded by a number of analytic maps or studies 
and only then is it possible to generalize the observed features in a cartographic 
synthesis, to focus on dominating and specializing points and to reduce unes
sential generalities. The selection of elements that are to determine the resultant 
form of a synthetic map, i. e. the selection of the dominating and integrating 
factors, should be performed very carefully and it should be remembered that 
only facts in a conceptional or causal connection can be combined. 

If conditions have been likewise established the synthetic map presents 
a complex of individul facts and recognitions with evident or imaginary re
lations of mutual dependence. But in it disappear the individual elements that 
have laid the basis for material correlations and are not apparent in the syn
thetic expression. The picture of the map no longer presents an objective material 
condition, but yields a constructed finding in relationship to the object. The 
synthetic map thus is, first and foremost, the expression of imaginary conditions 
and where there are no more verifying criteria, subjectivity in the synthetizing 
aspects may also make itself felt in a considerable manner. 

If simplicity, clear arrangement, and processed presentation of cartographic 
information constitute a positive feature of this type of maps, the impossibility 
of interpretation of the building elements of the map, not only in quantitative, 
but also in qualitative respect, besides the earlier mentioned subjectivity, repre
sents a negative trait. The map thus reproduces only the final result of material 
individualities in the region under study. Yet, the logical justification of the 
trains of thoughts and all data for the verification of the correctness of the pre
~ented results are missing in it. It means, that a certain shortcoming of the 
cartographical expressing form, which is at a disadvantage over the presentation 
in text form, manifests itself here. 

When processing thematic maps of small areas the fact is advantageous that 
small territories are concerned for which large-scale maps can be easily compiled, 
and which can use all before mentioned methods of representation for recording 
the contents. Large-scale maps enable a detailed recording of all represented 
features and their cartographic image cannot be thus overfilled even in the case 
of complex maps. The negative trait of these maps, however, may consist in the 
fact that large-scale analytic maps recording certain features are often rather 
insufficiently filled and always lack continuity with wider surroundings. 

When representing those features where the above mentioned insufficiency 
could make itself felt monothematic analytic maps should be preferably substi
tuted by poly thematic maps or a cartographic representation of these phenomena 
should be even abandoned . 

. Analytic and complex maps should accompany any partial theme of are·· 
gional study, synthetic maps, on the other hand, complex processing of the indi
vidual sectors and they should also form an integral part of the final evaluation. 

As synthetic maps cannot, unfortunately, interpret constructive elements de
termining the synthesis, we propose to add to these maps the dominating 
elements which condition the resulting character of the map. The sufficiently 
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large scale of these maps enables that purely synthetic maps can be completed 
by expressive features of analytic maps. This should concern those phenomena 
which determine the resulting form of the map. In accordance with the designa~ 
tion in usage, we combine a complex and a synthetic map into one unit. 
A complementation of synthetic maps can be performed just to a certain extent, 
as their good arrangement and further applicability must not be thus affected. 

If there is a sufficient quantity of data for the area in question available in 
the work, which would express the line of evolution for the individual features 
or for whole sections, it is preferred to complete at least some analytic, complex 
or synthetic maps by dynamic maps which could enable in their following carto~ 
graphical processing, based on a prolongated (supposed) line of development, 
a construction of prognosis maps which are often required nowadays. 

In the graphic treatment of poly thematic, complex, synthetic, and complex~ 
synthetic maps it is often necessary to use complicated cartographic expressing 
forms, i. e. more methods, of representation mutually overlapping. The more 
signature layers overlap (the more contoured the map is), the more laborious 
and time~consuming is the train of thoughts of the reader of the map, but 
much more difficult is the task for the author or the editor of the map who de
termined the structure and the combination of the individual means of represen~ 
tation. In a single thematic map it is very often necessary to use all the known 
lepresentation possibilities, with their suitable and suggestive combinations, to 
reach the desired effect. Thus the construction of a well-balanced thematic map 
is quite a difficult task and such map should result from the collaboration 
of a cartographer and a specialist who studies the problems of the phenomenon 
in question. The demand made upon the cartographic execution of these maps, 
with regard to their profitability, should be directly proportionate to the time 
of their validity and number of users. 

Sets of these maps represent a certain transition between thematic atlases of 
major regional units (states, countries, units of planification, etc.) and atlases 
of towns. Thematic atlases of countries and towns have reached a high standard 
in the last years, from both the viewpoint of the contents and that of the way 
of expression. It is then necessary that more attention be paid to thematic maps 
of the regional studies in question, both as theory and practice are concerned. 
There are more reasons for it. First, these maps should reach the standard of 
the above mentioned atlases by their processing and execution, further, by the 
way of their presentation they should be comprehensive and intelligible, for it 
is a well-known fact that the map often gives a much easier and more truthful 
information to its user than a text covering many pages. 
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TEMATICKt: MAPY IAKD SDuCAST GEDGRAFICKt:HD VYZKUMU MALYCH DBLASTI 

Komplexni geograficky vyzkum je dnes ponejvlce zamei'en na mensi tlzemni celky 
a jeho nedUnou Mst tvoi'i tematicke mapy. Ty jsou depozitem velkeho mnoZstlli zpra
covanych informaci, vyplyvajicich z vysledkfi geQgrafickeho vYzkumu. 

DosaZene vysledky tohoto vedeckeho poznani byvaji pak zvei'ejnovany specifickymi 
metodami kartograficke interpretace, a to formou analytickych, komplexnich nebo 
syntetickych tematickych map. Soubor techto map podAva bud jednotUve nebo ve 
skupinach rozti'idene sledovane jevy, pomoci analytickych map, nebo zprosti'edkuje 
pomoci map syntetickych souhrn jednotlivych skutel!nosti a poznan! se zjevnymi nebo 
pi'edpokllidanymi vztahy. 

Dosud nejpropracovaruljsfmi a neju~ivanejsimi tematickymi mapami jsou mapy ana
lyticke, mene se vsak vyskytuji, ale jsou vice po~adovane, mapy synteticklL Mapy 
synteticke jsou konstruovany na zaklade velkeho mno~stvI zpracovanych informaci 
a jsou vyhodnou vyjadi'ovacl formou pro tldaje vyhodnocene samol!innymi pol!ital!i, 
v opal!nem pi'ipade, vznikaji-li z konfroritace a kombinace mono- a polytematickych 
analytickych map, mohou alespon l!astel!ne nahradit l!innost techto strojO. Nedostatkem 
tohoto druhu map je vsak nemo~nost interpretace stavebnich prvkfi mapy, a to nejen 
v kvantitativnich tldajich, ale i v kvalite. 

Pi'i zpracovani tematickych map malych oblasti je vyhodou ona skutel!nost, ~e se 
jedna 0 mala tlzemi, pro ktere neni obtiZne vyhotovovat mapy ve vel kern mei'itku 
s mo~nosti vyu~iti vsech uvedenych znAzornovacich zpOsobO. U map velkeho mei'Hka 
je mo~ny detailni zaznam vsech zobrazovanych jevfi, a to bez obav pi'eplneni mapy. 
Ie tedy vyhodnejsi nahradit monotematicke mapy polytematickymi, synteticke mapy 
pak rozllii'it 0 dominantni prvky, ktere podminuji vysledny raz mapy. 

Isou-Ii pro studovanou oblast dostupny tldaje, ktere by vystihovaly vyvojovou i'adu, 
pak je v'hodne doplnit nejzava~nejsi temat1cke mapy dynamickymi mapami, ktere v na
slednem kartografickem zpracovani, pi'i prodlou~enf pi'edpokllidane vyvojove i'ady, by 
umo~nily konstrukci progn6znich map. 

Pol!et map pro danou studii a jejich vybavenost musi zcela odpovidat dobe uZitel
nosti tohoto dUa a pol!tu u~ivateIO. Avllak i za tohoto pi'edpokladu je llutne, aby tema
tickym mapam zminenych regionalnich oblasti se venovala po strance teoreticke 
i prakticke vetsi pozornost. Iednak, aby se alespon Mstel!ne vyrovnaly svym zpraco
vanim a provedenim aUasOm vatllfch regionalnich celkfi, jednak, aby svym podanim 
byly vacne a srozumitelne, nebot l!asto i jednoducha mapa u~ivatele vysti~neji infor
muje ne~ mnohostrankovy text. 
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